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Morning Glory seeds
The most visual of the LSA seeds, these give a mentally and
physically stimulating high. Lines blur and shapes swirl, melting
into each other as you come under the spell of the morning glory.
A more sensory high, these amplify sounds and intensify colours
to give you a psychadelic, exciting and entertaining trip. The active
component is inside the seeds themselves, so they'll need to be
crushed before you can consume them. These can be either eaten
whole (you'll need to do a lot of chewing!) or extracted into a liquid
to be drunk.
The best way to do this is to crush the seeds then leave them to
soak in cold water for a few hours, then remove the seeds and drink
the water. Your body can't digest the seeds if swallowed whole they will just come out the other end! The intensity of your trip
will depend on your sensitivity to the LSA and the amount taken we recommend 60 as standard dose. Mild nausea is common after
ingestion but should pass.
Link: www.kiwiland.com/smartshop/hallucinogens/morning-glory-seeds.html

Product characteristics
Category
Material
Brand
Effect
Strength

Hallucinogens
Natural
Herbal highs
Trippy ; Visual
Very Strong

Specifications
Ingredients
Dose
Warnings

Morning Glory seeds
1 pack = whole dose. Do not exceed
4g
This product should be used in a safe,
familiar surround where the user feels
comfortable. Do not use if you have
liver problems or are pregnant. The
intensity of the trip varies between
individuals so always start off with a
low dose.
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Price table
Product label
2gm / 60 seeds

Product code
SMA1325

Price exc.
3,72 euro

Vat
21.0 %
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Price inc.
4,50 euro

